PTMF-41 – “Foreign Goodwill Visit (1) – Peoples Republic of China”

The People’s Republic of China has issued a rare invitation to Platinum Airways – Military Division to carry out a goodwill visit to Peoples Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) and Naval Air Force units (PLANAF).

**Suggested Aircraft:** Any appropriate aircraft.

**Flight Schedule:**

1. Fly from Hong Kong Intl (VHHH) to visit 5th Air Regiment operating Chengdu J-10 Vigorous Dragon aircraft at PLAAF base Lianjiang, Guilin (ZGKL) – 275nm.
2. Fly from Guilin to visit the 10th Air Regiment operating SU-30MK2 Flanker-C aircraft at PLANAF base Lishe, Ningbo (ZSNB) – 667nm.
3. Fly from Ningbo to visit 16th Air Regiment operating Chengdu J-7 Airguard (MIG-21) aircraft at PLANAF base Hongqiao, Shanghai (ZSSS) – 84nm.
4. Fly from Hongqiao to visit the Air Regiment operating Chengdu J-7 Airguard & Shenyang J-8 Finback aircraft at PLAAF base Changle, Fuzhou (ZSFZ) – 328nm.
5. Fly from Changle to visit 125th Brigade operating Xian JH-7 Flounder aircraft at Wuxu, Nanning (ZGNN) – 658nm.
6. Return from Wuxu to Hong Kong Intl (VHHH) – 317nm.

**Note:** Each Air Regiment has 3-4 subordinate groups (dadui) which are divided into 3-4 Squadrons (zhongdui).

**NOTAMS:**
Total mission distance 2,329nm.
6 flights required for ribbon credit.
Please start PIREP Comments with, eg, PTMF-41-1/6.